
University of Michigan
Fall 2021 Instructor Report With Comments

ENGR 101-034: Intro Comp&Prog
Ryien Hosseini 

10 out of 28 students responded to this evaluation.

Responses to University-wide questions about the course:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median

Univ-
wide

Median
School/College

Median
This course advanced my understanding of the subject matter.
(Q1631) 7 3 0 0 0 0 4.8 4.5 4.3

My interest in the subject has increased because of this course.
(Q1632) 7 1 2 0 0 0 4.8 4.2 4.0

I knew what was expected of me in this course.(Q1633) 8 2 0 0 0 0 4.9 4.5 4.3
I had a strong desire to take this course.(Q4) 4 3 2 1 0 0 4.2 4.0 3.9
As compared with other courses of equal credit, the workload for
this course was (SA=Much Lighter, A=Lighter, N=Typical, D=Heavier,
SD=Much Heavier). (Q891)

2 2 5 1 0 0 3.3 3.0 2.9

Responses to University-wide questions about the instructor:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median
Univ-wide

Median
School/College

Median
Ryien Hosseini seemed well prepared for class
meetings.(Q230) 10 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.8 4.7

Ryien Hosseini explained material clearly.(Q199) 8 2 0 0 0 0 4.9 4.7 4.6
Ryien Hosseini treated students with respect.(Q217) 10 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.9 4.8

Responses to questions about the course:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median
Overall, this was an excellent course. (Q1) 5 4 1 0 0 0 4.5
My group was generally able to complete the lab exercises before lab ended. (Q1858) 6 4 0 0 0 0 4.7
The warm-up exercises at the beginning of the lab (reviewing the week's material) were
helpful. (Q1859) 4 4 2 0 0 0 4.3

I felt comfortable asking questions during lab.(Q1860) 8 2 0 0 0 0 4.9
I felt like my group members were well-matched. (Q1861) 3 3 2 2 0 0 3.8
Everyone in my lab group usually contributed to the discussion and lab exercises. (Q1862) 3 4 1 2 0 0 4.0
Working with my lab group contributed positively to my learning. (Q1864) 6 3 0 1 0 0 4.7

Responses to questions about the instructor:
SA A N D SD N/A Your Median

Overall, Ryien Hosseini was an excellent teacher. (Q2) 9 1 0 0 0 0 4.9
Ryien Hosseini was willing to meet and help students outside class. (Q219) 8 1 0 0 0 1 4.9



The medians are calculated from Fall 2021 data. University-wide medians are based on all UM classes in which an item was used.
The school/college medians in this report are based on classes that are lower division with enrollment of 16 to 74 in College of
Engineering.

Written Comments
How can the instructor improve labs? If possible, give specific examples. (Q1863)

Comments
Assigning groups of evenly matched people. I often felt like my group knew more than me, and would move on without me
understanding what we did to get the answer. I think it would be more beneficial if I was in a group that was more at my level.
More coding demonstrations.
Make the lab instructions more specific and make it easier to navigate as a group rather than just one person going ahead.
n/a
Nothing, it was an excellent class and most of the things I learned were during lab time
The labs were really good the way they were.
Only a short instructional time at the beginning of class is adequate for learning the material well.

Please enter any additional comments you have for Ryien Hosseini. (Q981)
Comments
Ryien was by far the most well–put–together GSI I had this semester. The way he connected to our class made labs fun and
educational. He also worked with us to not just give us the answers, but actually worked with us to think through it to help us
understand it better.
Overall Ryien was an excellent teacher, he was almost always able to find any and all issues a program had pretty quickly and it
was obvious he was very knowledgable in the subject and was able to teach it very well.
Ryien always made an effort to make sure every kid in the lab understood what was going on and was willing to help with anything.
Overall excellent teacher
He was an amazing teacher, always treated everyone with respect and was well prepared. He wanted to make sure that everyone
understood what was happening. Ryien really helped me improve in this class; I always learned something new when I attended
Ryien's lab.
I really enjoyed the class, and I believe having you as an instructor played a huge part in that. Your enthusiasm for teaching and
helping out has reignited my love for computer science to the point where I am now considering switching to an EECS major. Thank
you very much for making the lab the best it could be.
Great guy



University of Michigan
Fall 2021 Instructor Report With Comments

ENGR 101-022: Intro Comp&Prog
Ryien Hosseini 

6 out of 24 students responded to this evaluation.

Responses to University-wide questions about the course:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median

Univ-
wide

Median
School/College

Median
This course advanced my understanding of the subject matter.
(Q1631) 4 1 1 0 0 0 4.8 4.5 4.3

My interest in the subject has increased because of this course.
(Q1632) 2 3 1 0 0 0 4.2 4.2 4.0

I knew what was expected of me in this course.(Q1633) 4 1 1 0 0 0 4.8 4.5 4.3
I had a strong desire to take this course.(Q4) 0 3 3 0 0 0 3.5 4.0 3.9
As compared with other courses of equal credit, the workload for
this course was (SA=Much Lighter, A=Lighter, N=Typical, D=Heavier,
SD=Much Heavier). (Q891)

0 1 4 1 0 0 3.0 3.0 2.9

Responses to University-wide questions about the instructor:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median
Univ-wide

Median
School/College

Median
Ryien Hosseini seemed well prepared for class
meetings.(Q230) 5 1 0 0 0 0 4.9 4.8 4.7

Ryien Hosseini explained material clearly.(Q199) 6 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.7 4.6
Ryien Hosseini treated students with respect.(Q217) 6 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.9 4.8

Responses to questions about the course:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median
Overall, this was an excellent course. (Q1) 2 4 0 0 0 0 4.3
My group was generally able to complete the lab exercises before lab ended. (Q1858) 4 1 1 0 0 0 4.8
The warm-up exercises at the beginning of the lab (reviewing the week's material) were
helpful. (Q1859) 3 3 0 0 0 0 4.5

I felt comfortable asking questions during lab.(Q1860) 4 2 0 0 0 0 4.8
I felt like my group members were well-matched. (Q1861) 2 1 2 0 1 0 3.5
Everyone in my lab group usually contributed to the discussion and lab exercises. (Q1862) 2 1 0 3 0 0 3.0
Working with my lab group contributed positively to my learning. (Q1864) 3 2 1 0 0 0 4.5

Responses to questions about the instructor:
SA A N D SD N/A Your Median

Overall, Ryien Hosseini was an excellent teacher. (Q2) 4 2 0 0 0 0 4.8
Ryien Hosseini was willing to meet and help students outside class. (Q219) 5 0 0 0 0 1 5.0



The medians are calculated from Fall 2021 data. University-wide medians are based on all UM classes in which an item was used.
The school/college medians in this report are based on classes that are lower division with enrollment of 16 to 74 in College of
Engineering.

Written Comments
How can the instructor improve labs? If possible, give specific examples. (Q1863)

Comments
I think we probably should have switched teams more than once. My group got along, but I wish that I could've interacted with more
people in the class.
The instructor can improve labs by attempting to pair groups together with similar students with the same background of coding
knowledge. Also, think having smaller lab groups would be more beneficial because it would provide more collaboration.

Please enter any additional comments you have for Ryien Hosseini. (Q981)
Comments
I think Ryien did a great job explaining information in a way that was easy to understand. Whenever we had questions, he always
really made sure that we understood the concepts. He was also really friendly and easy to ask questions from.
Ryien while it's hard to judge effort from the outside you genuinely seemed to put your all into helping us learn and understand the
labs; while having a genuine love for the topic being taught. Thanks for a great semester and see you around.



University of Michigan
Fall 2021 Instructor Report With Comments

ENGR 101-020: Intro Comp&Prog
Ryien Hosseini 

12 out of 26 students responded to this evaluation.

Responses to University-wide questions about the course:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median

Univ-
wide

Median
School/College

Median
This course advanced my understanding of the subject matter.
(Q1631) 8 4 0 0 0 0 4.8 4.5 4.3

My interest in the subject has increased because of this course.
(Q1632) 8 4 0 0 0 0 4.8 4.2 4.0

I knew what was expected of me in this course.(Q1633) 11 1 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.5 4.3
I had a strong desire to take this course.(Q4) 9 2 1 0 0 0 4.8 4.0 3.9
As compared with other courses of equal credit, the workload for
this course was (SA=Much Lighter, A=Lighter, N=Typical, D=Heavier,
SD=Much Heavier). (Q891)

3 3 5 1 0 0 3.5 3.0 2.9

Responses to University-wide questions about the instructor:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median
Univ-wide

Median
School/College

Median
Ryien Hosseini seemed well prepared for class
meetings.(Q230) 12 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.8 4.7

Ryien Hosseini explained material clearly.(Q199) 11 1 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.7 4.6
Ryien Hosseini treated students with respect.(Q217) 12 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 4.9 4.8

Responses to questions about the course:

SA A N D SD N/A
Your

Median
Overall, this was an excellent course. (Q1) 11 1 0 0 0 0 5.0
My group was generally able to complete the lab exercises before lab ended. (Q1858) 9 3 0 0 0 0 4.8
The warm-up exercises at the beginning of the lab (reviewing the week's material) were
helpful. (Q1859) 5 7 0 0 0 0 4.4

I felt comfortable asking questions during lab.(Q1860) 11 1 0 0 0 0 5.0
I felt like my group members were well-matched. (Q1861) 7 3 1 0 0 0 4.7
Everyone in my lab group usually contributed to the discussion and lab exercises. (Q1862) 6 3 1 2 0 0 4.5
Working with my lab group contributed positively to my learning. (Q1864) 6 4 1 1 0 0 4.5

Responses to questions about the instructor:
SA A N D SD N/A Your Median

Overall, Ryien Hosseini was an excellent teacher. (Q2) 12 0 0 0 0 0 5.0
Ryien Hosseini was willing to meet and help students outside class. (Q219) 11 0 1 0 0 0 5.0



The medians are calculated from Fall 2021 data. University-wide medians are based on all UM classes in which an item was used.
The school/college medians in this report are based on classes that are lower division with enrollment of 16 to 74 in College of
Engineering.

Written Comments
How can the instructor improve labs? If possible, give specific examples. (Q1863)

Comments
I think the labs are well set up to encourage collaboration; however, sometimes some students do get overlooked.
I think it would be good to have an optional review at the end of lab for groups who are done that goes over last week's subject
material.
Other than the technical difficulties, I do not think there is any way for Ryan Hosseini to improve this class.
In the labs make sure that everyone is contributing and urge those who normally do not, to be more engaged.
I thought that after the first couple of weeks when the labs were adjusted in length and format the class ran very smoothly. I found
that it was really useful to work as a group on one computer as opposed to each writing our own code. I do think that using the
HDMI to show one person's screen on the monitor was more convenient than using the actual caen computer to write our code.
I think the labs are taught well and thoroughly, I don't have anything in specific that I would improve. The only suggestion I have is to
have more HDMI dongles or connectors available for students with Macbooks so they can use the CAEN desktops during lab.
I personally liked the idea of switching lab groups because that will expand our network of people as well as allowing us to practice
working with other types of people in a team environment that can be reflected once we get to the work force.

Please enter any additional comments you have for Ryien Hosseini. (Q981)
Comments
Ryien was always very encouraging during lab. He would help students in a way that increased their understanding of the topic. I
really appreciated how kind and helpful he was throughout the semester.
Thank you for helping out with all of the problems we had during the lab, your quick response and willingness to help made the
experience much more pleasant!
This was an amazing class this year. You led the class with integrity and respect while simultaneously providing an academically
stimulating environment. Good luck in your future endeavors!
Ryien did a great job of teaching this class. He was very thorough in his explanations of certain topics at the beginning of class and
was very helpful when we had specific questions about our code.
He did an excellent job explaining concepts to the class and helping us with the labs
Ryien Hosseini was dedicated to making sure we understood the foundational concept for both Matlab and C++. He was
enthusiastic during every lab period and always encouraged us to ask questions and experiment with the languages. He was
knowledgeable on the subjects and was always able to answer any questions or debug our code when we ran into issues.
Ryien is great at explaining the pre–req topics before the lab begins. He often asks for the students' feedback after going over the
material, which really helps in directly seeing what students need. Good enunciation of words, too! (This seems minuscule, but
having to work extra hard to understand the instructor is a real struggle!)
An amazing teacher, explained issues to us in a way that allows us to learn better than giving us the answer and letting us figure it
out ourselves.



University of Michigan
Fall 2021 Midterm Instructor Report With Comments

ENGR 101-034: Intro Comp&Prog
Ryien Hosseini 

15 out of 28 students responded to this midterm evaluation.

Responses to questions related to the course:
SA A N D SD N/A Median

Overall, this was an excellent course. (Q1) 2 11 2 0 0 0 4.0
I learned a great deal from this class. (Q1155) 5 9 0 0 0 0 4.3
Using Runestone is helpful to my learning. (Q1848) 4 8 2 0 0 0 4.1
The small group element of lab is helpful to my learning. (Q1849) 4 7 2 1 0 0 4.1
The collaborative lab worksheets are helpful to my learning. (Q1850) 2 8 3 1 0 0 3.9
The staff calling in to lab sessions is helpful to my learning. (Q1851) 1 8 4 0 0 1 3.8
How do you prefer to attend office hours? SA=All in person A=A mix, but with more in person
N=An even mix SD=A mix, but with more virtual SD=All virtual (Q1884) 6 3 4 0 0 1 4.3

I can easily navigate the different online tools that we use in this course (Runestone, Canvas,
Gradescope, PrairieLearn, the Autograder, etc.) Q1895 4 7 3 0 0 0 4.1

Overall, the structure of the course (asynchronous lecture with Runestone, synchronous
practice in lab, live sessions, & office hours) has been effective for my learning. Q1896 1 11 1 1 0 0 4.0

I would prefer to have required in-person lectures rather than Runestone. Q1897 3 5 3 3 0 0 3.7
The live sessions help me to better understand the course material. Q1898 3 3 7 1 0 0 3.4
Working with my lab group has contributed positively to my learning. Q1899 6 6 1 1 0 0 4.3
The lab worksheets are helpful to my learning. Q1900 2 9 2 1 0 0 3.9
I encountered logistical problems taking the online assessments (e.g., couldn’t find a quiet
spot, didn’t have a good laptop). Q1901 0 1 1 7 4 1 1.9

The practice assessments were useful in preparing for the actual assessments. Q1902 9 5 0 0 0 0 4.7

Responses to questions related to the instructor:
SA A N D SD N/A Median

Overall, Ryien Hosseini was an excellent teacher. (Q2) 8 7 0 0 0 0 4.6
Ryien Hosseini was willing to meet and help students outside class. (Q219) 2 8 2 0 0 2 4.0
Ryien Hosseini keeps students informed of their progress. (Q977) 3 6 5 0 0 0 3.8



Written Comments
What are the major strengths of this class? What is helping you to learn? (Q979)

Comments
The collaborative nature of the class
Some major strengths are learning through discipline and independence. These two traits are required as it is an asynchronous
class and you get in what you put out of it.
Runestone. It's easy to complete, easy to understand, and easy to access later.
The best part of this class are the office hours and the runestone chapters because they help me learn.
The ability to have office hours and working with other students is very helpful to me.
The labs and projects
The labs help me a ton because I learn from the other students in my group a lot
Good labs and good help from GSI
lab sessions, projects, office hours
The material is taught in a way that is easy to understand for me. Learn a concept and then practice it and then learn another
concept that builds off the first and practice it etc...
Runestone exercises, projects, and labs
Basics of programming
The online Runestone is very useful in helping me learn. The Projects are also well thought out and helpful.
I felt that it was a major strength that these labs were almost like mini–projects. To me, projects are the best way to apply myself,
and I enjoyed that the lab worksheet was comprised of this instead of, say, a list of multiple–choice questions.

How can Ryien Hosseini improve this class? If possible, give specific examples. (Q980)

Comments
Its a great course
Take questions from a small group and project them to the entire class.
Uploaded slides summarizing class content.
Provide a bit more help during labs.
Nothing, He is doing a great job.
Let us plug in our own computers to the TV instead of using the caen computer.
I feel like the class is perfect, I learn a lot from him
Not much he did a great job
Dive more into the how instead of the why. I feel that we have not discussed a lot of the computer science principles like how a
computer thinks and instead only learned programing.
He can find a better way for each group to call him for help.
I cannot think of any glaring flaws. One extremely minor flaw in my eyes was using the CAEN Lab computers instead of hooking up
our own to the screen with an HDMI cable. I was not personally a fan of having to use the lab computers, as it seemed more
complicated to me, but this is an extremely minor detail of the class.



Please enter any additional comments you have for Ryien Hosseini. (Q981)
Comments
none
my fav gsi
none
N/A
N/A
N/A
none
I appreciated the ability to take feedback; the labs were shortened at one point because too many groups were not finishing. Even
though I personally was fine with or without this change, I liked the flexibility.



University of Michigan
Fall 2021 Midterm Instructor Report With Comments

ENGR 101-022: Intro Comp&Prog
Ryien Hosseini 

10 out of 24 students responded to this midterm evaluation.

Responses to questions related to the course:
SA A N D SD N/A Median

Overall, this was an excellent course. (Q1) 3 2 5 0 0 0 3.5
I learned a great deal from this class. (Q1155) 5 4 1 0 0 0 4.5
Using Runestone is helpful to my learning. (Q1848) 4 4 1 1 0 0 4.3
The small group element of lab is helpful to my learning. (Q1849) 2 5 2 1 0 0 3.9
The collaborative lab worksheets are helpful to my learning. (Q1850) 2 5 2 1 0 0 3.9
The staff calling in to lab sessions is helpful to my learning. (Q1851) 2 4 2 0 0 2 4.0
How do you prefer to attend office hours? SA=All in person A=A mix, but with more in person
N=An even mix SD=A mix, but with more virtual SD=All virtual (Q1884) 4 2 2 1 0 1 4.3

I can easily navigate the different online tools that we use in this course (Runestone, Canvas,
Gradescope, PrairieLearn, the Autograder, etc.) Q1895 3 6 1 0 0 0 4.2

Overall, the structure of the course (asynchronous lecture with Runestone, synchronous
practice in lab, live sessions, & office hours) has been effective for my learning. Q1896 3 3 4 0 0 0 3.8

I would prefer to have required in-person lectures rather than Runestone. Q1897 2 0 2 4 2 0 2.3
The live sessions help me to better understand the course material. Q1898 1 4 3 0 2 0 3.5
Working with my lab group has contributed positively to my learning. Q1899 1 6 3 0 0 0 3.8
The lab worksheets are helpful to my learning. Q1900 2 5 3 0 0 0 3.9
I encountered logistical problems taking the online assessments (e.g., couldn’t find a quiet
spot, didn’t have a good laptop). Q1901 0 0 3 3 4 0 1.8

The practice assessments were useful in preparing for the actual assessments. Q1902 7 1 1 1 0 0 4.8

Responses to questions related to the instructor:
SA A N D SD N/A Median

Overall, Ryien Hosseini was an excellent teacher. (Q2) 3 5 2 0 0 0 4.1
Ryien Hosseini was willing to meet and help students outside class. (Q219) 2 4 1 0 0 3 4.1
Ryien Hosseini keeps students informed of their progress. (Q977) 3 6 1 0 0 0 4.2



Written Comments
What are the major strengths of this class? What is helping you to learn? (Q979)

Comments
Runestone is helping me learn along with live sessions because I can go at my pace and delve into things deeper so I can learn
everything I can
None
This lab really prepared us for the skills we would need in upcoming class projects and assessments. Ryien also does an
excellent job of communicating what we're struggling on and making us feel welcome to ask for help.
I like the projects a lot. They are challenging but rewarding when you complete them.
The presentation of ideas is fantastic and really helps me understand the material.
very flexible
The lab is very effective in helping me learn, I like the collaborative effort with other students.

How can Ryien Hosseini improve this class? If possible, give specific examples. (Q980)

Comments
Make lab groups smaller, I have a lab group of 5 people and it is way too distracting and I have a hard time actually understanding
the lab because everyone is talking over each other and not making sure everyone understands the lab before moving on to the next
question
None
Ryein has done an excellent job running the class and I struggle to think of any specific way for him to improve it.
I'm not a super big fan of the lab worksheets in general. I think what I like about projects is they feel more real–world and applicable,
but the majority of lab worksheets just feel like busywork. I don't feel that many of the challenges given in the lab worksheet are on a
similar level as the projects either in terms of how interesting or challenging they are.
The labs could use some more fine tuning for difficulty and length.
More clear instructions.
N/A

Please enter any additional comments you have for Ryien Hosseini. (Q981)
Comments
N/A
Normal
Thanks for really putting in the effort.
You're doing great!
N/A



University of Michigan
Fall 2021 Midterm Instructor Report With Comments

ENGR 101-020: Intro Comp&Prog
Ryien Hosseini 

16 out of 26 students responded to this midterm evaluation.

Responses to questions related to the course:
SA A N D SD N/A Median

Overall, this was an excellent course. (Q1) 6 7 1 1 0 0 4.3
I learned a great deal from this class. (Q1155) 10 5 1 0 0 0 4.7
Using Runestone is helpful to my learning. (Q1848) 8 7 1 0 0 0 4.5
The small group element of lab is helpful to my learning. (Q1849) 10 6 0 0 0 0 4.7
The collaborative lab worksheets are helpful to my learning. (Q1850) 8 5 2 0 0 0 4.6
The staff calling in to lab sessions is helpful to my learning. (Q1851) 9 4 2 0 0 1 4.7
How do you prefer to attend office hours? SA=All in person A=A mix, but with more in person
N=An even mix SD=A mix, but with more virtual SD=All virtual (Q1884) 3 6 3 1 1 2 3.8

I can easily navigate the different online tools that we use in this course (Runestone, Canvas,
Gradescope, PrairieLearn, the Autograder, etc.) Q1895 6 8 1 0 0 0 4.3

Overall, the structure of the course (asynchronous lecture with Runestone, synchronous
practice in lab, live sessions, & office hours) has been effective for my learning. Q1896 9 6 0 0 1 0 4.6

I would prefer to have required in-person lectures rather than Runestone. Q1897 3 2 4 6 1 0 2.8
The live sessions help me to better understand the course material. Q1898 2 6 5 3 0 0 3.5
Working with my lab group has contributed positively to my learning. Q1899 7 7 2 0 0 0 4.4
The lab worksheets are helpful to my learning. Q1900 7 6 2 1 0 0 4.3
I encountered logistical problems taking the online assessments (e.g., couldn’t find a quiet
spot, didn’t have a good laptop). Q1901 2 0 1 3 10 0 1.3

The practice assessments were useful in preparing for the actual assessments. Q1902 13 2 0 1 0 0 4.9

Responses to questions related to the instructor:
SA A N D SD N/A Median

Overall, Ryien Hosseini was an excellent teacher. (Q2) 11 5 0 0 0 0 4.8
Ryien Hosseini was willing to meet and help students outside class. (Q219) 7 7 1 0 0 0 4.4
Ryien Hosseini keeps students informed of their progress. (Q977) 8 7 1 0 0 0 4.5



Written Comments
What are the major strengths of this class? What is helping you to learn? (Q979)

Comments
Ryien was very approachable. He was always willing to help and wanted his students in his sections to succeed and fully
understand the material. I enjoyed learning and going to lab.
The group work.
The lab groups allows individuals to meet on a more personal level which in return helps out the overall chemistry of the class.
How easy it is to get started with zero knowledge of the material beforehand. I think the projects require critical thinking and help me
learn.
N/A
Runestone is the only form of learning we have but it is very good. Office hours are readily available.
Some of the major strengths of this class are that you truly feel as though you have a good understanding of the material you are
taught and the ways in which to apply it. Furthermore, the structure and teachers of this class have been very helpful whenever
additional assistance is required.
Small group collaborations as well as the asynchronous rhinestone lectures are ideal for helping me learn and apply the concepts
of the course.
Ryan is always patient and communicates his enthusiasm for the subject.

How can Ryien Hosseini improve this class? If possible, give specific examples. (Q980)

Comments
N/A
Everything is as good as it can be.
Enforcing a more evenly distributed contribution to the labs. Many times, individuals do not contribution as much as other which in
return makes it so those students don't get the full learning experience.
Have half a lab be used to setup the matlab and especially the C++ so that everyone knows it is setup correctly.
Not sure. I like how he's ran the class so far.
I think he does well but maybe give smaller lessons to students who need it.
Currently, I believe the class is run extremely well. All the staff is very attentive and understanding of our concerns. This class could
possibly be improved by allowing for more online office hours as those are the most convenient to attend.

Please enter any additional comments you have for Ryien Hosseini. (Q981)
Comments
Overall a great class, and would love to take another class with Ryien again.
Thanks for having a positive attitude and encouraging us to do our best!
I think that after a few adjustments after the first couple of labs that were taking a very long time to complete this class is running
very smoothly and I feel I am learning a lot better.


